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EDITORIAL
THE ED SAID...
This is  our second ON-LINE edition of Fylde Ale.
From what I can gather, the first one seemed to go
down alright, so that’s encouraging, but obviously
it can never be quite as good as hard-copy. Well,
we will just have to see what the future holds. As
CAMRA  members  will  know,  even  the  mighty
“What’s Brewing” has been reduced to on-line only
for the last two months.
This  edition contains some national  material  too
(Drinkers’ Voice and Pubs Code), which is expected
of us. However, it contains nothing on the much
vaunted “Revitalisation” of CAMRA, of which you
must  surely  have  heard.  That’s  mainly  because
we’ve  heard  almost  nothing  about  it  recently
ourselves. Is that ominous or is it just me?
However, I hope the remaining Bill of Fayre appeals
to you. Lots of exciting pub news in Booze News.
Travellers’ tales from John and Maggie Hodgkiss as
they “Go East - to Hong Kong and Xiamen”. Is that
the most distant tale that has ever been told in
these pages, I  wonder? Once upon a time, they
both lived out there - maybe even met out there? -
and John is a Prof with more letters after his name
than I have ever seen, some of them in Chinese!
There  are  some  interesting  reflections  on  beer
styles (Fancy Summat Different?) from Rick Pickup.
He is one of our resident gurus (we have a few
others, some of them self-appointed, perhaps!). He
is a major contributor to the Good Beer Guide’s
Breweries  section,  runs  a  highly  informative
website  on  breweries  (Quaffale)  and,  amongst
many other things - for his sins (which must have
been  bad  ones)  -  is  the  Brewery  L ia ison
Coordinator for our West Pennines Region.
I  am also delighted to have a contribution from
Lynda Johnson on Learning The Art of Beer Tasting.
Lynda and husband Stuart run one of the top real
ale  pubs  in  our  Region,  The Prince  of  Wales  in
Foxfield  (if  you’ve  never  been,  you  must  go  -  by
train,  it’s  right  opposite  Foxfield  station).  She tells
us about her role and passion in the realm of beer
tasting,  but  she  has  won  many  awards  for  her
campaigning work in CAMRA. Top Lady!
And there’s much other good stuff too -

to download and digest on your laptop, as a perfect
match for your other festive fare. So many thanks
to all our contributors and to Gary Walkey, who has
been instrumental in the on-line creation of Fylde
Ale ! .
HERE’S  WISHING  ALL  OUR  READERS  A  MERRY
CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
Neil Pascoe

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
FYLDE ALE welcomes letters, photographs, news, views
and ideas for possible articles. Please keep things short
and to the point. Please supply your name and address
(which will only be published with your permission).
Deadline for Spring Edition (100): 12th February
2017

NEIL PASCOE editor@blackpool.camra.org.uk
Editor t: 01253 734243 m: 07734 473972

The  Editor  retains  the  right  to  edit  any  submissions.
Views expressed in this  publication are those of  their
individual authors and are not necessarily endorsed by
the Editor, branch committee or the Campaign for Real
Ale nationally. All editorial copyright © Blackpool, Fylde
& Wyre CAMRA 2017; please contact the Editor if you
wish to reproduce any of  it.  Blackpool,  Fylde & Wyre
CAMRA accepts no liability in relation to the accuracy of
advertisements;  readers  must  rely  on  their  own
enquiries. It should also be noted that acceptance of an
advertisement in this publication should not be deemed
an endorsement of quality by Blackpool, Fylde & Wyre
YOUR RIGHTS AS CONSUMERS
Complaints  about  short  measures  etc.  should  be
addressed initially to pub landlords. If you are still not
satisfied,  you  should  contact  your  local  Trading
Standards  Officer,  namely:
LANCASHIRE: County Hall, Preston. Tel: 01772 254868
BLACKPOOL:  Enforcement  &  Quality  Standards,
Progress  House,  Clifton  Road,  Blackpool  FY4 4US Tel:
01253 478359

CAMPAIGN FOR REAL ALE (CAMRA)
230 Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts, AL1 4LW.
Tel: 01727 867 201 email: camra@camra.org.uk
Web: www.camra.org.uk
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THE CRAFT HOUSE
BEER CAFÉ

WINTER PUB OF THE SEASON
It is only a year ago that we told you (in Issue 96)
about  this  splendid  little  newcomer  on  Clifton
Street in Lytham. At that time, it was our second
micro  pub  on  the  Fylde.  In  its  fifteen  months  of
existence, it  has gone from strength to strength
and has, by now, acquired a big and loyal fanbase
and a reputation for providing high-quality real ale.
So we thought it only appropriate to recognise this
achievement by making it our Winter Pub Of The
Season (POTS) for 2017. The place was packed for
the award ceremony on Thursday 16th November -
not  that  that  takes  much  doing,  it ’s  very
“compact”, as many of you will know! Owner Chris
Brown was  there  with  his  partner,  Anouska,  his
stepfather  Richard  (a  prime mover  in  the  pub’s
start-up) and barmaid, Jackie.
Presenting  the  award,  Branch  Chairman  Rob
Wheatley said: "We in CAMRA like to moan about
the  number  of  pubs  that  are  closing.  However,
recently, micro pubs have been opening up at a
phenomenal  rate,  offering  a  high-quality  service
that  people  actually  want.  The  Craft  House  has
been selling marvellous real ale in a friendly and
welcoming atmosphere, and so we are delighted to
honour the bar with this award."
(With more micro pubs on the way, as you will see
in Booze News. Ed.)

Accepting the award, Chris thanked his family and
his partner Anouska for their support in getting the
venture off the ground, as well as CAMRA members
and all his other customers for helping to make it a
success.
The micro pub phenomenon started a few years
ago in Kent before gradually spreading North and,
together with the No. 10 Alehouse in St Annes and
Albert's  Ale  Microbar  in  Blackpool,  now has  a  firm
foothold on the Fylde Coast.
The old-fashioned "drink and a chat" atmosphere is
proving to be a hit with drinkers looking for a break
from pool tables and intrusive music.

The  real  ale  offering  in  the  Craft  House  has  gone
up to three ever-changing guest ales, two sourced
from LWC, one separately and all of consistently
high quality.
Unusually  for  a  micropub,  snacks  are  available
alongside  the  real  and  craft  ales,  bottled  and
canned  beers  and  real  ciders  (Chris’s  previous
career was as an army chef, so it’s good grub).
There  is  an  outside  area  too,  which  eases  the
congestion  at  key  times  and  gives  smokers  a
chance  to  indulge.  Above  all,  it  has  become  a
genuinely friendly pub, where you can relax and
chat  with  friends,  strangers  and  the  staff.  It’s  dog
friendly as well,  so you can chat with them too.
There is also a 20p discount on a pint for CAMRA
members.
It’s got it all ! And not surprisingly, it’s on most
people’s to-do list for the real ale scene in Lytham.
Make sure it’s on yours too.
Russ Cobb

[Ed: Believe it or not, our minds are already turning
towards our Spring 2018 POTS award! There are
FOUR  candidates  for  it:  Albert’s  Ale  Microbar
(Blackpool), The Mount (Fleetwood), the Jolly Tars
(Cleveleys)  and  The  Saddle  (Blackpool).  We will
vote to decide the winner at our monthly meeting
in  January  (probably  the  25th  but  check  the
website). If you are a CAMRA member and want to
take part, visit them all and come to the January
meeting -  when we will  also  decide  our  Annual
POTY/COTY awards and GBG entries.]
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GO EAST
TO HONG KONG AND XIAMEN
On our recent visit to Hong Kong and Xiamen in
China, we were on the look-out for microbreweries
and micropubs selling draft beer.
Microbrewing started in Hong Kong in 1995, but
didn’t gain impetus until 2003, and there are now
over  20  microbreweries.  Time being  limited,  we
had only half a day free, so we set out to see how
much we could  cover,  looking specifically  for  beer
on draft, since we knew that there are many pubs
and  other  establishments  that  sell  bottled  beer
(both locally and internationally brewed).

Little Creatures

Our primary target was to visit  a microbrewery,
and  our  research  led  us  to  one  that  was  both
microbrewery and brewery tap, Little Creatures,
set up in 2000 in Kennedy Town in the western
part of Hong Kong. (Kennedy Town was originally a
fishing port, and despite all the reclamation is still

very much at the water’s edge and characterized
by  many  original  buildings  and  narrow streets.)
Little Creatures is a sister company of the one with
the same name, founded in Fremantle, Australia.
We spoke with the junior brewer, Boris Yeung, who
was very enthusiastic about his beers and told us
that  the  head  brewer  is  an  Australian,  Tom
Champion,  who  also  runs  a  beer  school  at  the
brewery. They have a selection of beers, with ten
always on offer, some of them brewed on-site and
others  coming  from  their  sister  company  in
Australia. Whilst we were there, we sampled six of
them, on a paddle, including a pilsener, a pale ale,
an IPA and their “House Brew”. The ABVs ranged
from 3.8 to 6.4%. The beers were served chilled. In
fact, they advise they are best drunk at between 4
- 6°C; and, with the Hong Kong climate, we agree
with them! All of them were in good condition and
a pleasure to drink.

Craft Brew & Co

On our way to Little Creatures, we had passed by a
small ‘shop’ which appeared to be selling beer, so
later on we called in. From the ‘menu’ on the table
they seemed to be called Craft Brew & Co and
proclaimed their motto was “Craft, not Crap” and
“absolutely no Carlsberg,  not  ever”!  We weren’t
able  to  obtain  much  information  from  the
bartender,  even  though  his  limited  English  was
better than our Cantonese, except he did assure us
that  the beer  on tap was locally  brewed.  There
appeared  to  be  five  different  beers  available,
together with a lager and a cider. We sampled a
pale ale, again served chilled, and refreshing.
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The Beer Bay

Then  we  headed  to  our  next  port  of  call,  a
micropub called The Beer Bay located in Central,
opposite Pier No. 3, a popular place for expatriates
to  live  in  Hong Kong and a  busy  hub for  ferry
traffic. We were not sure what to expect and were
quite  surprised  that  such  a  temporary-looking
structure  could  offer  12  beers,  some  locally
produced too. We discovered they had Brew Dog,
so  we  sampled  one  of  the  local ly  brewed
beers,“Gweilo”, and the Brew Dog, which was on
special  offer.  Gweilo  is  the  Cantonese  for  ‘ghost
man’, a term for foreigners, and the expats who
established the microbrewery in 2015 adopted it as
the name for the brewery. (Whilst we were in Hong
Kong, we learned that they were expanding and,
after construction of its new brewery next year, will
be the region’s largest microbrewery.) We took our
drinks to the steps nearby (which served as an
outside drinking area), to watch the ferries coming
in and out,  and saw a keg of St Austell’s being
trolleyed in!
Xiamen (previously called Amoy) is a port city on
the south-east coast of China, about 300 miles, as
the  crow  flies,  north  east  of  Hong  Kong,  and  is  a
rapidly  developing city.  On our  previous visit  to
Xiamen last year, we had been to a microbrewery
(and tap) – Creation - where a number of beers
were brewed, five at any one time. We spoke with
the brewer, a local Chinese, who said that he had
studied German brewing and had decided to try it
himself.  While  beer  was  served  by  the  glass  if
wanted, he also served in a five-litre drinking

Creation

column,  with  a  tap  at  the  base.  We  (and  two
friends) settled for a two-litre sample of a pale ale!
Last year, we had also heard rumours of another
microbrewery,  the FatFat Brew Horse (no,  not a
misspelling!), but hadn’t been able to visit it. This
time  we  did.  The  brewery  was  originally  a  fish-
processing plant, on four levels, and much of the
machinery had been kept in the area in front of the
bar.  Quite  an  entrance!  The  upper  floors  are
seating areas, the top one being the roof, with the
twin ‘sails’ of the Conrad Hotel towering over it.
The barman,  Kevin,  was very friendly,  giving us
information  about  the  brewery  and  very
enthusiastic  about  the  beers  themselves.  We
learned that FatFat Beer Horse was started by
two Germans as a home-brewing adventure, and
they  opened  a  tap-room  in  2013.  One  of  the
Germans is known for his large size (hence the first
part of the name of the brewery) and he was born
in the Chinese Year of the Horse (hence the last
word of the company; and part of the name of a
number of the brews). They now have a range of
about  14  different  beers,  from  light  white  beers
and pale ales to IPAs and heavy stouts infused with
Chinese herbs. They also make their own cider and
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their own gin. On our first visit, from a choice of 14
ales,  we  sampled  the  Golden  Reiter  Pilsener
(4.8%), the Little Black Stout (4.3%), the Golden
Shortibus IPA (6.6),  the Amoy Amber Ale (5.5%)
and Hippocampus Seaweed Gose (3.7%). All very
drinkable! We managed another visit a few days
later when we were passing nearby, and sampled
the Yang Mei Apple Cider, so that we could report
back  to  Vanessa!  It  was  very  nice,  refreshing,
sweet, very appley, drink – but regretfully when we
made further  investigations to  identify  the Yang
Mei apple, discovered that it wasn’t an apple but a
berry, commonly known as the Chinese bayberry
or the Chinese strawberry!
We did eventually revisit Creation, only to find that,
whilst  they were still  brewing a number of their
own beers, they also have some imported beers,
and had reduced their range of bottled beers to
about  50.  Their  emphasis  is  now  on  serving
crayfish,  which  seems  to  be  China’s  ‘in’  food.
However,  throughout  Xiamen,  the  availability  of
draft  beer and bottled beers is  on the increase.
There  are  some  very-micro  pubs,  but  also
restaurants such as The Hub, which is owned by
“Indiana John” and offers up to 10 draft beers - and
a New Zealand cider!

So,  as  they  say  in  these  parts,  “GAM BEI”  or
“Bottoms up”! (And they really mean it!!)
The Hodgkiss Partnership
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COME IN, NO 36!
FLEETWOOD BEER & CIDER FESTIVAL
2018
  It’s that time of year again for the Branch when
the organising committee for the 36th Fleetwood
Beer and Cider Festival starts its work. Already four
meetings  have  taken  place  and  the  5th  is  on
Tuesday  9th  January  at  the  Ramsden  Arms  in
Blackpool at 8pm. If you are interested in helping,
why  not  come  along  and  offer  your  services,  you
will be most welcome.
  Once  again,  we  aim  to  offer  over  100  different
beers  from all  over  Britain,  together  with  many
different  ciders  and  perries  and  of  course  a  large
selection of bottled beers from around the world.
There will be entertainment on Friday and Saturday
nights.  As  well  as  the  beers  and  ciders  on  offer,
there will be the usual chocolate and crisp stalls.

Food will  be available at most sessions.  We will
again be offering a fast track entry system at £10,
which includes your entry hire glass and £5’s worth
of  drinks  tokens.  CAMRA  members  and  card
carrying NUS members will receive an extra £2 of
drinks tokens.
  Now for the all-important bit: the festival will take
place from Thursday 8th to Saturday 10th February
2018  at  the  Marine  Hall,  Fleetwood,  and  the
opening times are 12 noon to 11pm on all three
days.
  Whether you are working or drinking, I shall look
forward to seeing you all there !
   Gary Levin
Festival Chairman
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FANCY SUMMAT  
DIFFERENT?

SOME ENCHANTING BEER STYLES
One  of  the  inevitable  side-effects  of  the  ever
increasing number of breweries in the country is
that  the  number  of  different  styles  of  beers
appearing in our pubs and bars is increasing. Gone
are the days where a brewer would produce a mild,
a bitter and a best bitter, possibly a porter or a
stout and, in winter, a strong old ale. Now we are
being inundated with sours, saisons, milk stouts,
steam  beers,  hefeweizens  and  bocks.  Not  sure
what you could be drinking? We’ll look at some of
these styles and explain what they are.
So let’s start with Sour beer. No, it isn’t beer that
a  brewer  has  intentionally  allowed to  go off,  it’s  a
beer that has been intentionally brewed to be sour.
Although that  might  sound a little  stupid,  many
countries have a history of sour beers. To make a
beer  sour,  the  brewer  uses  (at  least  in  part)
Brettanomyces,  a  wild  cousin  of  the  brewers’
normal,  domesticated  yeast.  This  is  a  natural
product  found  on  many  fruit  skins,  and  is  the
enemy  of  wine  makers  worldwide.  This  works
slightly differently to normal yeast and produces a
particular earthy taste in a beer. However, what
makes a beer sour or, to be more accurate, more
acidic, is the introduction of certain bacteria that
create lactic acid in the beer. So this is how a sour
beer is made. There are many famous versions of
sour  beer,  the  Belgian  Lambics  for  instance.
Another style appearing on our bars occasionally is
a Gose, this generally being a sour wheat beer with
significant addition of herbs, mainly coriander, and
salt.  While  the  taste  may not  be  to  everyone’s
pallet, some interesting sour beers are now being
produced in the UK.
And  so  to  the  Saison  style.  This  bears  some
similarity to sours in that it  is  generally brewed
using wild yeast, but the generation of lactic acid
does not happen. Traditionally, they were brewed
in open vats for farm workers in the Wallonia, the
French-speaking part of Belgium. They are typically
low gravity and naturally cloudy pale ales, with a
sharp and quite refreshing tang.

Many modern brewers now add fruit and herbs and
brew  them  at  more  more  that  the  traditional
strength of under- 4%. The counteraction of the
fruit and the sharpness left from the wild yeast can
be quite interesting.
Milk  stouts.  Anyone  remember  Mackeson?  Do
they  really  put  milk  in  beer?  Milk  stout  is  an
invention of Victorian London. It’s basically a stout
made with  added  lactose,  a  sugar  contained  in
milk. It produces a sweetness and is higher that
normal  beer  in  carbohydrates.  Historically,  there
are  records  of  doctors  prescribing  milk  stout  to
recent mothers - who says beer isn’t good for you!
This,  of  course,  means  that  a  milk  stout  is  not
vegan friendly - or does it? An alternative source is
sugar  beet,  and  actually  this  is  more  normally
used, so feel free to check, but it should be safe for
vegans.
Let’s move onto Steam Beer.  This type of beer
originated from California during the Gold Rush of
the mid-1800s. It is a derivation of a lager, but is
manufactured  without  the  lagering  process  of
refrigeration and storage, and fermented at a slight
higher  temperature,  so is  in  effect  a  lager  brewed
like an traditional  English beer.  This  produces a
beer  that  is  effervescent  and  tastes  somewhat
similar  to  a  cross  of  an  ale  and  lager.
So what is a Hefeweizen? As you’d guess with
that sort of name, it originated in Germany and is a
wheat beer. It is brewed with an higher that normal
ration of wheat, and the particular strain of yeast
used  produces  a  unique  phenolic  taste,  often
described  as  of  tart  bubblegum,  cloves  and
bananas. It is served very cloudy - “hefe” means
“with yeast” - so the beer should be unfiltered. It’s
a lovely, refreshing drink.
And, finally in this whistle stop tour of beer styles,
let’s move onto Bock. There are many varieties of
bock, but, in general, they are strong, dark lagers
from Germany. Traditionally,  they have a strong
and sweet maltiness, and are generally in the 6-7%
range.  Maibocks,  as  the  name  suggests,  are
generally brewed in May, and normally much paler
and less malty in taste. Doppelbocks are generally
stronger, up to 12%. They originated in Paulaner
monasteries  and  were  made  when  monks  were
fasting;  so,  they  were  basically  liquid  bread!
Weizenbocks use wheat rather than barley.
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Finally,  Eisbock  is  a  stronger  version  of  a
doppelbock and produced by partially freezing the
beer; as water freezes before beer, the resulting
ice can be removed, thus increasing the strength
of the remaining beer. Although usually only used
to produce beer with a mid-teens strength, some
eisbocks have reached an ABV of 67.5%!

So here are just a few of the many different styles
of beer from the world at large. Nowadays, though,
you don’t necessarily have to go abroad to enjoy
them. They could well be in a more adventurous
bar near you. So why not seek them out and give
them a go!
Rick Pickup
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A THIRD FOR
POULTON

3 PIERS BREWERY
The sharp-eyed amongst you will have spotted this
latest  addition  to  our  growing  band  of  local
brothers-in-brew in the last Brews News. It’s now
the third one in Poulton alone.
3 Piers came on stream in the middle of the year
and is a near neighbour of Fuzzy Duck on Poulton’s
Industrial Estate. The owner and brewer is Michael
Henry. Originally from Hambleton, Mike now lives
in Blackpool. He is in his thirties and, in the past,
amongst other things,  has been a car mechanic
and professional photographer before this current
turn of fortune.
So, time for a visit, I thought, and I went with pubs
officer,  Tim  Shipway,  to  check  things  out,  little
knowing that Tim and Mike go way back to primary
school Over Wyre - along with (as it happens) Ben
Croston of Fuzzy Duck. We decided, though, to skip
the murky world of  playground memories or  we
might never get on, only to discover that Mike has
been involved in the even murkier world of brewing
from the age of 4. As a keen home brewer, his dad
immersed him in the mash tun early, and the habit
has stuck ever since.
Above all,  this gave Mike a love of the brewing
craft. Even as a mechanic, he loved the creative
challenges of hot-rodding and the like, but it was
doing  his  back  in  (humping  casks  around  isn’t
doing it much good either). He told us he gets a
real  creative  buzz  from  developing  recipes  and
seeing  beers  come  into  being.  His  dad  is  still
brewing and has even chipped in a few ideas and
beer  names,  but  Mike  is  now  operating  at  a
different level.
Initially,  he  toyed  with  the  idea  of  buying  Hart
Brewery in Preston, when John Smith put it on the
market, but he was beaten to it. “I was annoyed for
all  of  two  minutes!”  No  wonder.  His  eventual
choice  looks  a  pretty  decent  alternative.  The
industrial unit he’s renting is really spacious and
provides room for expansion. Plan ahead and think
big have been Mike’s watchwords. His brew kit of
mash tun, kettle and three fermenters gives him a

brew length of  12 barrels.  He sourced it  on-line
from Berrow Brewery in Somerset and Towles Fine
Ales in Bristol and shipped it north, where it was
assembled with great care.
He has  set  out  an  unusually  wide  stall  of  beer
offerings  for  a  new  brewery  -  there  are  12  core
beers and 4 speciality Isle of Mann boat beers - but
he wants to provide his customers with range and
choice. Nonetheless,  he keeps tabs on customer
feedback (literally on www.untapped.com) and is
concentrating  on  the  beers  that  prove  most
popular  -  which  seems  eminently  sensible.
Amongst these are Golden Smiler (a 4% golden ale
with Pilgrim, Summit and Citra hops), Old Station
Porter  (4.7  %  with  Pilsner  Muncher  Caraaroma
grain and Taurus Hallertauer and Goldings hops)
and Tower Power (a 5.2 % Brown Amber ale with
Goldings and Challenger hops). For lovers of pure
strength, there is an Imperial Ale, Double Bastard,
weighing  in  at  10.4%.  We  didn’t  check  the
provenance of that name, but Mike’s little canine
companion also gets a look-in with Feisty Jake at
4.8%. As you might expect, there are several local
associations  in  the  names,  but,  despite  the
brewery name, only one has an obvious reference
to a pier (Central Citra - 5 %)!
Wisely,  Mike  has  sought  help  and  advice  from
other brewers (ex-Potbelly and Nobby’s and fellow
home  brewers,  Dave  Whitworth  and  Graham
Parkinson).  Inspiration  has  also  come,  not
surprisingly,  from  other  brewers’  products.  He
says,  if  he can match Hawkshead’s  Windermere
Pale, he will be a very happy man!
But he is not tempted by the current craze for key
craft beer. Cold, carbonated and filtered are not for
him.  His  beers  are  racked  off  into  cask  from  the
fermenters, with all the necessary ingredients for
cask-conditioning. He is also against dry hopping,
which he believes poses too many risks to beer
condition and quality.
Of course, the beer has to be sold. Local outlets
such as Blackpool Cricket Club, Fifteens and Knott
End WMC have been very supportive, but, thanks
to  his  enterprising  salesman,  Glenn Bonnell,  his
beers  are  reaching  parts  that  other  small-scale
local brewers might struggle to reach. North Wales,
Norfolk,  Cornwall,  Peterborough,  Herts  and  the
South East. Seemingly, the world is Glenn’s oyster!
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Michael Henry and the 3 Piers mash tun

There  are  obvious  risks  with  such  wide-ranging
diversity, but Mike has a firm handle on them - and
Glenn! And, like many other smaller brewers, he
also arranges beer swaps.
Any future plans yet, so early in the 3 Piers story?
Well,  he’s  working  on  a  Christmas  beer  recipe,
maybe to be called Trembling Turkey, which will
have “a little extra bite in it at 4 % … just right for
a seasonal  snooze!”  He is  also hoping to get  a
licence for  an on-site  brewery tap (part  of  it  is
already  in  place).  Then  bottling  perhaps  -  he
already has the kit and is trialling it. And, if the
cash  flows  in  plentifully  enough,  he  might  even
think  about  a  micro  pub!

Not exactly short of ideas and energy, is he! Tim
and I spent an entertaining evening with Mike. I left
them to it, chunnering away like the old school pals
they are. Mike struck me as an engaging young
chap, very enthusiastic about what he is doing and
clear  where he hopes to be going,  yet  with his
head firmly screwed on his shoulders. I am sure we
are going to hear a lot more about him and his
beers.  Look out  for  them round and about,  and
especially  at  Fleetwood beer  fest  in  February.  I
doubt if you will be disappointed. His website isn’t
quite there yet, but you could always drop him an
email on info@3piersbrewery.com.
Neil Pascoe and Tim Shipway
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LEARNING THE ART
OF BEER TASTING

Beer tasting is often a solitary activity carried out
in  pubs  throughout  the  year  by  trained tasters.
Ordinary beer drinkers must wonder what on earth
we are up to and why we do it! I hope this article
will give you a clue. Like wine tasting, it’s mainly
about  appreciating  and  (for  the  best  of  beers)
rewarding quality products.
The  basic  idea  is  to  begin  by  documenting
information  on  beers  using  a  beer  tasting  card
(usually  on paper  but  there’s  also  an electronic
form)  in  order  to  create  a  complete  picture  (or
“profile) of each individual beer.
This profile can then be used for two purposes:
1.  To  produce  a  description  of  the  beer  for
CAMRA’s Good Beer Guide (GBG).
(These  descriptions  appear  in  the  Breweries
section of the GBG. If there is a beer glass symbol
beside a beer, it denotes that a tasting panel has
written the description.)
2. To help select beers for CAMRA’s Great British
Beer Festival Winter Beer Of Britain (WBoB) and
Champion Beer Of Britain (CBoB) competitions; the
WBOB  winners  are  announced  each  year  in
February at the National Winter Beer Festival, the
CBOB ones later in August at the Great British Beer
Festival (GBBF).
I am the Regional Tasting Panel Coordinator for the
North  West  area  of  CAMRA,  which  includes  the
three Regions of West Pennines, Merseyside and
Greater  Manchester.  There  are  separate  tasting
panel chairs for each CAMRA Region or Area (eg.
Graham Chin for Greater Manchester and Charles
Miller for the Isle of Man).
Unfortunately, many of our Regions/Areas have no
panel  chair  at  all,  in  which  case  some  trained
tasters  in  the  North  West  have  to  send  their
completed tasting cards direct to me! There has
been a national drive by our CBOB supremo, Nick
Boley, to recruit new tasters and, as a result of five
training sessions, there are now some more of us -
but  there  is  always  a  need  for  yet  more;  and
eventually, we hope, some of them will go on to

become panel chairs!
The  motivation  to  complete  cards  has  to  come
from the taster. It’s not always the most sociable of
tasks, especially if  you are on your own (so the
more  of  you  doing  it  together,  the  better),  but
there is the satisfaction of knowing you are playing
an essential part in a very important process, even
though  you  may  not  always  see  the  eventual
outcome.
Stu and I joined the tasting panel in Yorkshire in
1991 and have been a part of a panel ever since.
Why? Firstly,  because I  love tasting beer  rather
than just drinking it; also, I have admiration for the
skill of brewers in creating a well-constructed beer;
and, finally, we believe the more educated we are
about beer, the more we enjoy it.
It is hugely exciting to get a beer into the WBoB or
CBoB competitions,  and,  better  still,  to  see one
win. Thanks to the work of the North West tasting
panel,  Barngates'  Red  Bull  Terrier  won  a  CBOB
Silver  award  this  year  in  the  Strong  Bitter
Category.  Believe  me,  winning  brewers  get  as
excited as we do when this happens. It makes all
that work by them and us so worthwhile!
The  whole  tasting  process  can  take  up  to  18
months to complete nationally. Our GBBF tasting
panel  master  judge,  Christine  Cryne,  has  been
striving to improve our professionalism as tasters -
with the aim of having all beer judging panel chairs
accredited in judging. If this is achieved, our CBOB
process will be the first beer competition in Europe
to have this!
We  have  four  levels  of  skills  training  for  beer
tasting:
1. Beer Appreciation – general introduction to beer
tasting
2. Beer Tasting Training – for filling in tasting cards
3. Judge Training – for beer competition judging
4. Training the Tasting Trainers – for those (like
myself) who want to train others in beer tasting;
this helps towards standardization.
I undertake courses for the first two levels and will
complete the other two before the end of 2018.
(Unfortunately, time scales for courses have had to
be  adjusted  this  year  due  to  CAMRA  financial
constraints.)
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AL’S ALE TALE
THE EXCITING WORLD OF AMERICAN
BEER
I have been a regular visitor to the USA for over 50
years. In that time I have seen a lot of changes,
especially in American beer. Back in the 1960’s,
there  was  only  a  handful  of  brewers,  gigantic
producers  of  bland,  tasteless,  cold,  “inoffensive”
lager-style beers. (Many years ago, I interviewed a
brewer  working for  Anheuser  Busch in  St  Louis,
and, during our conversation,  he described their
beers as “inoffensive”. I asked him what he meant
by that and he said the beer “didn’t linger on your
breath, was unlikely to make you feel unsteady or
queasy,  didn’t  have  a  taste  and  wouldn’t  offend
anyone.” So why bother buying and drinking it?)
The story of American beer is fascinating; whole
books  have  been  written  about  it.  Briefly,  in  the
early 19th century, the only beer Americans knew
was British-style ale. Ale sat dark, heavy and still in
a tankard, brown in colour and thick in body. Ale
fermented  at  room  temperature;  it  required  no
ageing and was ready to drink in a few days. That
also  meant  that  the  beer  wouldn’t  travel  and
turned sour and nasty as soon as a man turned his
back on it. Wise drinkers edged toward a mug of
ale,  taking  a  delicate  first  sip  in  order  to  find  out
whether  they  had  sweet  beer  or  sour;  a  thick,
yeasty pleasure, or a rank broth with the taste and
texture of muddy water.
In the 1840’s a wave of German migrants brought
to America the skills and equipment to brew lager.
Very quickly this beer style became popular and
the ale brewers disappeared almost overnight. The
dark  unwelcoming  taverns,  selling  dark,  strong,
often spoiled beer, vanished and light,  airy beer
gardens that welcomed families, played music and
sold  cold,  light  “inoffensive”  lager  became  “the
thing”.
Move forward a century and little  had changed.
The  small  German  lager  breweries  had  joined
together and become gigantic corporations: beer
factories,  not  breweries,  turning  out  millions  of
gallons  of  cold,  bland,  fizzy,  tasteless  liquid  every
day.

Expensive, clever advertising convinced the public
they  were  drinking  a  premium,  quality  product.
Produced cheaply using a lot of rice (not a grain
you  find  in  quality  beer),  tasteless  and  much
cheaper  than  the  quality  malted  grains  used  in
decent beer. They use rice in their advertising as
though  it  was  something  special,  similarly  their
boast that it is brewed on a bed of birch branches.
These  branches  catch  the  yeast  and  become
coated  with  it  before  it  lies  sluggishly  on  the
bottom of the brewing vessel as lager is bottom-
fermented.  This  simply  speeds  up  the  brewing
process,  saving  the  company  money.  It  adds
nothing at all to the flavour.
The  late  1960’s,  early  1970’s  saw a  handful  of
independent  brewers  attempting  to  bring
flavoursome  beer  back.  Visiting  San  Francisco  in
1964, I  was fortunate enough to find Fritz Maytag,
the  millionaire  owner  of  the  Maytag  Washing
Machine empire, trying to save an old ramshackle
brewery,  which  he  had  bought  in  1964  in
downtown  San  Francisco.  That  is  now  the
wonderful Anchor Brewery. Fritz was able to tell me
about other similar survivors who were trying to
sell their beer on sheer quality. Yuengling, Kocler’s
and  Stoney’s  all  in  Pennsylvania,  Wiedeman’s,
Picket’s and Fyfe & Drum were others.
However,  the  all-time  low  was  reached  in  the
summer of 1978 when there were only 89 plants
brewing beer  in  the USA,  owned by a mere 41
companies,  most  of  them by  the  Big  Five  (AB,
Miller, Schlitz, Pabst and Coors). By 2000 these 41
companies  had  ballooned  to  almost  1500.  A
political  decision  made  in  1978  had  a  huge  effect
on US brewing, President Jimmy Carter legalised
home  brewing!  That  meant  an  individual  could
brew 100 gallons of beer every year. As that figure
increased,  so  these  “craft”  breweries  became a
commercial success.
Leap  forward  to  around  1990  and  again  in
California  in  the  small  town of  Chico  I  found  a
young Ken Grossman, monitored by Fritz Maytag
starting up a small  Brewhouse, Chico lies in the
Sierra  Nevada  and  that’s  what  Ken  called  his
brewery. This was the naissance of CRAFT BEER,
and what a big healthy baby was born.
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With the bounty of amazing beers now available in
every corner of America, never has there been a
better time or place to be a beer drinker. There is a
beer out there for every taste and everyone. In the
USA  you  will  find  some  of  the  most  adventurous
brewers in the world, not bound by tradition or lack
of  imagination.  After  decades  suffering  as  an
international laughing stock, American brews and
brewers are arguably the best in the world. Despite
a relatively late start compared to other brewing
nations, America has quickly, over the last 30 or so
years,  become  one  of  the  world’s  most  pre-
eminent brewing nations.
If you are a beer lover and plan on visiting the USA,
do a little research and you will find a small

brewhouse  close  to  where  you  are  staying.  We
happily  plan  whole  visits  around  a  group  of
breweries. Recently we had a big beer trip spoiled
by  Hurricane  Irma  and  ended  up  spending  two
weeks in Walt Disney World (one of our favourite
places, we love roller coasters as well as beer, but
not  necessarily  at  the  same  time).  On  the
premises,  they  have  a  wonderful  brew-pub  Big
River Grille,  and would you believe that in their
bars,  lounges  and  restaurants  you  can  find  well
over 100 different beers! Finding interesting beers
is a big part of our vacations and the USA is a great
place to find them.
Alan Doggart
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STARRING IN STALMINE

You don’t so much bump into Keith Slater as crash
into a bundle of non-stop activity.
I  first  came across  Keith  when  he  was  landlord  at
Blackpool’s  Pump  and  Truncheon,  formerly  the
Brunswick  Hotel,  then  an  unlikely,  tucked  away
watering hole in handy proximity to both the Prom
and the Central  Police Station. He is now based
with wife Barbara in Stalmine, as the manager of
the much improved Seven Stars on Hall Gate Lane,
fronting the A588.
The route from the P&T to the Stars has taken in
Langroyd Hall  in  Colne,  then  back  to  the  Fylde
coast  to  Uncle  Tom’s Cabin and the Number 4,
then over  to  Spain  to  run a  Mercian restaurant
before returning to England’s balmy north-west at
the  Haybarn  Inn  on  Limefit  Caravan  Park  up  in
Troutbeck, then back to Over Wyre at Wyre Villa FC
and, since February 2017 (are you keeping up?), at
the Seven Stars.
Keith and Barbara ran the Haybarn for over four
years, up to early 2016, winning awards primarily
due to their strong customer focus, but a gradual
change in required approach by the owners led to
the move to Stalmine’s Wyre Villa FC.
When  the  Seven  Stars  became  available,  the
owners, Country Village Inns, approached Keith to
see if he’d be interested in becoming its manager.
Self-evidently the answer was yes!
Country  Village  Inns  are  an  independent  pubs
company  that  first  took  over  the  Wheatsheaf  Inn,
Ingleton and has added the Royal Oak, Settle and,
from this last September, the Cross Keys Hotel at
Milnthorpe.

All the pubs have guest rooms available. Keith is
enthusiastic about the approach of Country Village
Inns, saying: “They’re really keen on getting the
community involved, which suits me down to the
ground because I’ve always wanted to find out and
deliver what the locals want.”
When I popped in, the proof was there to see, with
Moorhouse’s  Blond  Witch,  St.  Austell’s  Tribute,
Theakston’s  Best  Bitter  and  the  seemingly
ubiquitous  Sharp’s  Doombar  alongside  two  from
Bradfield,  one  being  Farmer’s  Blonde,  and
Rekorderlig  Strawberry-Lime  Cider.  The  Seven
Stars is Cask Marque accredited and Wednesdays
are quiz nights.
In  addition  to  getting  his  beer  range  and  its
condition spot-on, Keith and Barbara have not lost
their touch when it comes to offering a food menu
that is good value pub grub. They’ve worked with
the owner of the nearby caravan park. “We sent
over 300 menus around the local  area recently.
We’ve got a huge residential catchment area here
now  and  we  want  to  show  the  community  we
provide good quality at keen prices. We’ve now a
chef in the kitchen, which has allowed Barbara to
take a step back, especially at weekends.”
Things have worked out well too at Wyre Villa FC,
where Keith’s sister Donna has taken over as bar
manager. In July, she and Keith combined forces to
organise  a  Stalmine  beer  fest,  and  the  Branch
made  a  special  trip  out  there  to  enjoy  it.  The
Slaters sure are stars in Stalmine.
Wardy
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BOOZE NEWS
ON LOCAL PUBS & CLUBS
An  update  on  the  watering  holes  of  Blackpool,
Fylde  &  Wyre.  With  thanks  to  the  following
contributors: Phill Marquis, Mark Lewis, Rick Pickup
and  Nei l  Pascoe.  PLUS  a  p lea  for  MORE
contributions: don’t keep it to yourself, tell FYLDE
ALE about it !

OPENINGS
Lots of good news to report - for a change. First,
those things that have come to pass and two that
haven't, then those that are yet to come.
The Auctioneer reopened on 10 November as the
Gavel (continuing the link to its former life as an
auction room). It is still owned by Hawthorn Leisure
but has been leased to Anthony and Angela Rooker
(trading  as  Idgo  Inns),  who  also  have  the
Greyhound in Halton, near Lancaster. Anthony is a
Blackpool  man,  so  it  must  be  something  of  a
homecoming for him. Sean (formerly of the Dunes)
is the manager. Early reports on the real ale front
are  encouraging,  as  are  the  continuance  of  a
CAMRA discount  (now 10 % on a pint)  and the
promise to have one beer permanently on at £1.65
a pint. Dogs are also welcome, provided of course
they pay their way.
Rumours  of  Gillespies'  reopening  in  December
proved  to  be  short-lived.  The  Cedar  Tavern’s
former landlord was to have been the man, but
tragic  personal  circumstances  have  put  paid  to
that.
Hopes of the Fairhaven’s imminent reopening in
Ansdell have also been dashed - apparently, the
deal with Enterprise Inns fell through.
The  “Restoration  Man”  article  in  the  Summer
edition told of the resuscitation of the former Blue
Room/Stanley Arms on Church Street. Much work
has  been  going  on  since  then,  inside  and  out
(including  re-wiring  and  re-roofing).  And  its  new
name  has  been  confirmed  as  the  1887  BREW
ROOM.  As  explained  last  time,  the  1887  bit
acknowledges the founding of Blackpool FC in the
pub, and the Brew Room bit the intention to brew
there. The brewery will be called West Coast

Rock and is still being constructed, with the help of
Morecambe’s Cross Bay Brewery.  The plan is  to
open the pub in mid December, even though the
brewery won’t be ready by then and there is still
much work to be done to the building’s exterior.
However,  the pub and brewery logos are ready!
And  here  they  are  below.  So  expect  further
announcements imminently.
Another  eagerly  awaited  opening  (tongues  have
been lolling for ages) is Lytham Brewery’s TAP &
VENT BREWHOUSE on Poulton Street in Kirkham.
There have been quite a few internal problems to
sort but Lytham intend having a "pre-opening" of
the pub over the Christmas period (21st Dec to 2nd
Jan).  The  pub  will  then  close  so  its  2½  barrel
brewery  can  be  installed.  The  full  opening  is
planned for  early  Feb.  Fare  will  include  Lytham
beers,  plus  guests  and  craft  cider.  Once  the
brewery is fully operational,  "brewing experience
days" will be on offer.
Yet another opening will  be in Poulton,  next to
Lloyds Bank on Market Place, when FUNKY BEERS
take  the  wraps  off  their  new  micro-pub  there,
probably sometime in February/March next year.
Funky  Beers  (posing  as  “Crafty  Cask”  for  this
venture)  have  a  wholesaling  link  to  Cross  Bay
Brewery. The premises at No 7 used to be a Co-op
travel agent’s. According to Sales Director Kieran
Murphy (who lives in the town),  the licence has
been granted and planning permission for change
of use is expected soon. The licence will also cover
off-sales for bottles and take-outs, and the pub will
be  offering  up  to  8  cask  and  8  keg  craft  beers,
“encompassing a wide range of the UK’s very best
beers … in an area that rarely has them”. Which
sounds  like  quite  a  pitch!  Kieran  has  plans  for
brewing  events,  tours  and  “tap  takeovers”
(whatever  they  might  entail).  One  thing  still
missing,  though,  is  the  pub’s  name!  We  look
forward to more news about that and the rest of it
soon.

CLOSINGS
Alas, it cannot all be good news.
Blackpool’s Hop Inn should be closed by the time
you read this. Purchased by the council and likely
to be demolished, we gather.
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CLOSINGS (continued)
The King Edward VII on Central Drive is also now
closed (another council purchase?) and looks to be
joining the Hop Inn and the Star Hotel  on the
Prom in the demolition club. Rather worryingly, it’s
becoming a booming industry.
The Cedar Tavern on Cedar Square is now closed
and boarded up for sale. It seems a pity that the
potential of this pub has never been fully realised.
Time then  for  Thwaites  to  move over  and  give
another owner a chance.
The Sandpiper in Cleveleys is also up for sale. It
had an ACV on it at one time, but the building has
seemingly been unlisted.

MOVES & SUNDRY OTHERS
Jimmy Drinkwater has moved on from the Shovels
in Marton to take the helm at the Grapes in Wrea
Green. He kept the real ale tradition of the Shovels
going,  supported  CAMRA and  ran  a  really  good
beer fest there earlier in the year. Let’s hope he
takes that enthusiasm for real ale with him, for it’s
sorely  needed  in  his  new  billet.  A  temporary
manager  has  taken over  at  the  Shovels,  before
Shaun arrives  from the  Swift  Hound in  January.
Here’s wishing Jimmy and Shaun all  the best  in
their new roles.
Andy Rodgers has left the Victoria in St Annes and
(we believe) retired from the pub trade altogether
to concentrate on charity work. A warm welcome to
the incoming managers, Ann-Marie and Jim. Many
thanks to Andy for his support for CAMRA (looks as
if the 10 % discount he introduced is continuing)
and we wish him well in the future.
Albert’s Ale Microbar on Albert Road had its first
Autumn  Ale  festival  in  November.  The  bar  is
located  in  the  Albert  Hotel,  in  the  cellar  to  be
precise, whence it has moved from the breakfast
room. A smart move and a much better setting for
relaxed  imbibing  and  the  enjoyment  of  pop  art
decor.  The fest  was a jolly  affair  with over 10 real
ales,  ciders  and  the  usual  offering  of  world  beers.
Full  marks  to  Jennie,  George  and  Phil  for  their
initiative and daring. Check this little bar out on
Whatpub: it is only open Thursday-Sunday in the
afternoon  and  evening,  but  usually  has  three
interesting and changing beers on.

Once  the  1887 Brew Room gets  into  its  stride,
Albert’s  could  become  a  pleasant  intermediate
stop-off  between  there  and  the  P&T.  Making,  in
fact, a nice, little crawl in Central South Blackpool.
Would that the nearby Frenchman’s Cove could
be included in such an excursion! Unfortunately, it
seems  to  have  lost  the  faith  and  no  longer
dispenses real ale.
The  Bloomfield  in  Blackpool  has  won  the
Gazette’s 2017 Pub of The Year comp for the third
time; Fifteens came third. Well done to both.

NOW FINALLY A WARNING!
It has reached our ears that some pubs in our area
have been approached to buy “real ale publicity” in
publications  or  on-line.  This  has  NOTHING
WHATSOEVER  to  do  with  CAMRA  and  is  not
endorsed by us in any way,  shape or form. We
publicise pubs either in magazines such as this or
in our Good Beer Guide - and, amazingly you might
think, we do not charge a SINGLE PENNY PIECE for
that. If pubs want to sponsor events such as our
beer  festivals  or  advertise  in  our  festival
programmes, we are delighted and grateful but it is
a purely voluntary matter and pubs should always
check that, in such instances, they are dealing with
accredited  Branch  officials.  Otherwise,  LET  THE
BUYER  BEWARE  !
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BREWS NEWS
YOUR LOCAL BREWERY NEWS
Here is the latest picture on the patch. With many
thanks to Rick, Julie and Lee for their contributions.

CHAPEL STREET BREWHOUSE
www.thatchedhousepoulton.co.uk

Brewing  is  happening  less
frequently at present (about once
a fortnight).  Double Hopped has
been  reintroduced.  Other  guest
ales  have replaced the previous
house-brewed  beers  in  the
Thatched.  Rick  Pickup

FUZZY DUCK BREWERY
www.fuzzyduckbrewery.co.uk

The  brewery  is  going  about  its
business as usual. All of its beers,
including the seasonal and single-
hopped  spec ia l s ,  a re  now
available  in  bottle-conditioned
form.  The  two  Christmas  beers
will  be  Christmas  Quackers  and
Elf and Safety. Rick Pickup

LYTHAM BREWERY
www.lythambrewery.co.uk

Our Christmas beers will  be Bad
Elf  (4.2),  Merry  Christmas  (3.9),
Bailey’s Blinder (4.6) and Ho Ho
Ho (4.1).  The usual “takeaways”
will  also  be  available  from  the
brewery  on  Lord  Street:  4  pint

flagons,  pre-ordered  bag-in-boxes  and  casks  with
hand pump for hire for private parties. Check our
website  for  details  (including  pump  clips  and
tasting  notes)  or  phone  us.  Julie  Booker  [See
Booze  News  for  the  latest  on  the  Tap  &  Vent
Brewhouse.]

ROCK SOLID BREWING CO
rocksolidbrewingcompany@gmail.com

Brewing is no longer taking place
at  Lytham  Brewery  and  has
moved temporarily onto a smaller
kit in brewer Vin Hamer’s home.
The  current  portfolio  contains  7
beers. These are becoming more
visible (especially at No 10s and

in  Preston),  some  being  former  Chapel  Street
beers. Rick Pickup

SKIPPOOL CREEK BREWERY
www.skippool.creek.co.uk

Mark is concentrating more on the
bottling side of the business and
is now only brewing cask beers to
order. Farmers’ markets and the
like are still a key focus for sales.
B l a c k  O a r  S t o u t  i s  n o w  a
permanent beer. Amongst his new
beers will  be Nautilus, Keel Haul
and  Dreadnought  Po r te r .

Production is restricted by the size of the brewer’s
garage, but plans are being considered to expand
capacity. Lee Rawlings

3 PIERS BREWERY
www.3piersbrewery.com

See the separate article (Third in
Poulton) for the latest news.
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After a bit  of  a “session” the night before,  how
many of us have woken up next day (or whenever)
wondering about the wisdom of our drinking habits
?  We  then  solemnly  pledge  to  exercise  more
restraint … until the next time ! Our nearest and
(still for a time) dearest may also wade in to drive
the message home.
But how many of us then want to get a further
lecture  on  the  potential  folly  of  our  ways  from
“experts” ? Well, the “experts” are becoming more
vociferous and active, and their influence on formal
standards of behaviour potentially more persistent
and insidious. It is not unlike the campaign against
smoking,  ostensibly  sensible  but  in  effect  a
progressive  erosion  of  individual  liberty.
You  think  this  couldn’t  happen  to  alcohol
consumption, do you ? Think again. Last year, Chief
Medical  Officer  Dame  Sally  Davies  set  tough  new
“guidance” for alcohol consumption, which cut the
recommended weekly  drinking  guidelines  to  the
equivalent of seven ordinary glasses of wine or six
pints  of  average  strength  beer  for  men  and
women. She also stated there was “no safe level”
of  alcohol  consumption,  and  various  other
“authorities” on the subject have lined up behind
her. It is becoming quite a lobby of busy bodies
who know better than we do what is good for us,
and with all the “facts” to prove it. They may mean
well, but yet again our individual freedom of choice
is under threat. More than that, as with smoking, it
poses a threat to a whole industry, not to mention
the  economy,  with  obvious  implications  for
people’s  livelihoods.
So  the  fightback  has  started,  and  you  won’t  be
surprised to learn that CAMRA is involved. A new
consumers’  organisation  called  Drinkers’  Voice
(DV)  has  sprung  into  being.  It  was  launched
following a UK-wide poll on YouGov in which seven
out of ten drinkers said they rejected official

guidelines on alcohol consumption as alarmist.
CAMRA  was  influential  in  its  start-up  and  is  very
supportive,  but  DV is  not  run by CAMRA, partly
because DV wants its campaign to represent ALL
drinkers of alcohol – not just real ale, cider and
perry.
CAMRA’s  National  Chairman,  Colin  Valentine,  is
nonetheless  a  passionate  supporter  and  on  the
committee of DV. Here’s his view: “The anti-alcohol
lobby is possibly the greatest threat to pubs and
real  ale  we  face  and  we  need  to  make  sure
Drinkers’s Voice is successful. It aims to challenge
the often  one-sided reporting  of  alcohol  “scare”
stories  in  the  media,  as  well  as  provide  a
reasonable  and  informed  argument  against  the
increasing attempts to shame those who choose to
enjoy alcohol as part of a healthy lifestyle.”
According  to  DV’s  National  Co-ordinator,  Amy
O’Callaghan: “the UK’s drinking guidelines are now
among the strictest in the world and out of step
with  people’s  own  experiences.  It’s  no  wonder
people are turning away from government health
advice.”
Perhaps  unsurprisingly,  this  mistrust  is  shared
across  the  drinks  industry  as  a  whole.  What  is
novel and more surprising is that several bodies
representing the drinks trade have now decided to
stop recommending the display of these guidelines
on product labels.
DV’s new Director, Byron Davies, has joined in the
fray:  “There  is  little  scientific  evidence  behind
these guidelines and they have been discredited by
many  as  being  based  on  biased  opinion  and
distorted statistics. They ignore the positive health
benefits of moderate drinking and prescribe a ‘one
size fits all’ approach to millions of drinkers across
the country. That is totally inappropriate, and the
reason why confidence in the Government’s health
advisors has been seriously undermined.”
However,  DV  is  still  only  a  relatively  small
organisation  and  depends  totally  on  voluntary
donations  and  labour.  Yet  it  aims  high.  On  its
website, it says: ” We want Drinkers’ Voice to be a
grassroots organisation [picking up on] local stories
that  affect  your  community  or  any  national
headline  that  aims  to  denormalise  moderate
drinking….  we  wi l l  ident i fy  and  train  up
spokespeople  across  the  country  who  can  speak
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rationally  about  alcohol  ..  [and]..  represent
Drinkers’ Voice in local and regional TV and radio
interviews.”
So it needs VOLUNTEERS and MONEY !
As Ms O”Callaghan says: “This really is an exciting
opportunity for drinkers across the country to have
their voice heard, and unite in fighting against the
overpowering anti-alcohol lobby. For less than the

cost of a couple of drinks in your local pub, you can
join a movement which will bring a balanced and
responsible debate on drinking and your health.”
Why  not  find  out  more  about  Drinkers’  Voice  at
www.drinkersvoice.org.uk ? And give them a few
bob - it’s all in a good cause (ie. yours) !
Neil  Pascoe  [with  thanks to  Tom Stainer  and
Tim Hampson]
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PUBCO CHANGES
DO THEY AFFECT YOUR LOCAL?
One of CAMRA’s key campaigns is to save our pubs
and support those publicans in the front line who
are running them as a business. It seems pretty
obvious, does it not, that the two things should go
hand in hand. Needless to say, CAMRA’s interest is
because, as pub-goers, we are affected too.
Getting  customers  through  the  door  is  an
important key to success, of course, but it’s only
part  of  the challenge facing those publicans (as
tenants or lessees) who rent their pubs from the
big  pub  companies  (pubcos),  especially  those
companies  that  seem  primarily  focused  on
maximising the return on their property. Many of
their hapless landlords can feel trapped in a bind,
where, regardless of turnover, they are forced to
pay high rents to their pubco and buy expensive
drink  from  them.  The  more  successful  they
become, the more they have to pay. No wonder
many decide to call it a day.
Last year, Parliament tried to come to their rescue.
The credit actually goes to a small core of MPs who
secured an amendment to government legislation
going through Parliament - and achieved it against
the  wish  of  the  Government.  This  amendment
became more popularly known as “the Pubs Code”.
CAMRA backed it and, in fact, helped shape it.
In  very  simple  terms,  it  enables  tenants  and
lessees facing a rent increase to seek a review of
its  fairness compared with market  rates,  and,  if
they also so wish, obtain some of their drink from a
supplier other than their pubco. A Pub Adjudication
process has been introduced to superintend this
review process.
Needless  to  say,  several  pubcos  are  less  than
happy with  this  and have been “exploring  their
options”.  Many  have  been  developing  new
operating agreements that are quite different from
the traditional long-term tenancy or lease. In the
last  two  years,  many  pub  tenancies  and  leases
have  been  replaced  by  managerships  (ie  by
landlords  who  are  employees  of  the  pubcos),
presumably thereby avoiding coverage by the Pubs
Code. Licensee organisations are understandably

concerned about the effects of this upon licensees.
The impact on pub-goers is less clear.
CAMRA’s  National  Pub  Campaigns  Committee  is
also  now  looking  into  this.  It  is  particularly
interested  to  see  if  these  pub  management
changes are affecting choice for pub-goers.
This  where  YOU  come  in.  Has  your  local  pub
increased or reduced its range of real ale or cider
after such a change of landlord ? Or, if you work in
a pubco-owned pub, have you seen any changes ?
The  Committee  would  also  like  to  know  about
changes in prices and the quality of beer following
such management changes.
Any information you give  will  be  treated in  the
strictest  confidence.  Please send it  to  the Chair  of
t h e  C o m m i t t e e ,  P a u l  A i n s w o r t h  a t
pau l .a inswor th@camra.org .uk .
Thank you.
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